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A Celebration of Children’s Literature 
at the Concord Museum

FAMILY TREES
“When children see themselves in books, imagination sparks and potential grows in surprising 
and unexpected ways. I hope my art helps inspire kids to reach for the stars, to become, 

to create, to learn, and to love life in whatever they choose to do.”
~ illustrator Nicole Tadgell, Honorary Chair

Brooke Hall    

by Kate DePalma; illustrated by Nelleke Verhoeff

Mix flour and water, leave it to ferment and, properly cared for, it be-
comes a wild living thing that grows bigger and bigger. That’s what happens 
to Cora when her uncle asks her to look after his sourdough starter...it 
grows bigger than the mixing bowl, then bigger than the bucket, then she 
will need to divide it up into several containers, and divide up the divided 
containers...oh, boy! What can Cora do with the ever-growing Bread Pet?

The Bread Pet: A Sourdough Story

Decorators:  Lueck/Traversy Family on behalf of Barefoot Books

Media Sponsor

Boston 
Parents 

2020
Lead Sponsor

25th Annual 
Family Trees

This year, your timed ticket ensures that occupancy levels remain low for 
your comfort and safety. Thank you for wearing a mask, using our hand 

sanitizer stations, and keeping 6-foot social distance. 
•  Please adhere to guidelines on the signage as you travel through the Museum.  
•  Because of COVID protocols, we ask that you do not pick up the books 
next to each tree or wreath. The decorators have opened them to their 

favorite pages so that you can see what inspired their creations. 
•  Visit concordmuseum.org for readings of each book.  

•  Most importantly, have fun!

Astronaut Annie
by Suzanne Slade; illustrated by Nicole Tadgell

Annie can’t wait for Career Day at school when she’ll reveal her dream of 
becoming an astronaut. She uses treasured items from each of her parents 
and grandparents to create her special astronaut costume. What do you want 
to be when you grow up? It’s possible to make your dreams come true, too!

Decorators:  The Robbins House: Amanda Shih, Robert Munro, Nikki Turpin, 
Maura Clarke, Kara Angeloni, Sarina Tcherepnin

Gateway to Concord

While in Concord, we suggest you visit the grounds of 
The Robbins House — Concord’s African American History.

Bring 
Home 
a Book 

(or two) !
Family Trees 

books are for sale 
in the Concord 
Museum Shop
in the Gateway 

in partnership with 

The Concord 
Bookshop

BE PART OF 
THE STORY!
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Cilla Lee-Jenkins: 
Future Author Extraordinaire
by Susan Tan; illustrated by Dana Wulfekotte
Priscilla Lee-Jenkins is not happy about becoming 
a big sister. Before the new baby is born, she must 
accomplish something so great and important that 
no one in her family will forget about her.  

Decorators:  Teresa MacNutt, Melissa Truehart, 
Lisseth Lopez, Rodolfo Garzon.  Helpers: Laura 
Garzon, Lucia Garzon, Ryley MacNutt, Kayden 

MacNutt, Brodie MacNutt

In a Jar
written and illustrated by Deborah Marcero

Llewellyn  and Evelyn together gather treasures 
and keep them in jars.  One day Evelyn tells 
Llewellyn her family is moving.  How will these 
friends share the new things they find with each 
other from far away?

Decorators:  Stacey Charbonneau, Fiona 
Stevenson, and the Teen Advisory Board at the 

Concord Free Public Library

People of Musketaquid

How to Read a Book
by Kwame Alexander; illustrated by Melissa Sweet  

In this poetic and sensory journey we find that 
reading a book is like peeling a clementine and 
savoring “the color of sunrise, the scent of 
morning air and sweet butterfly kisses.” What 
feelings do you have when reading?

Decorators:  Tricia Writer, Jon Byrd, and the 
Fenn School students

When the Snow Is Deeper Than My 
Boots Are Tall
by Jean Reidy; illustrated by Joey Chou

There’s so much to enjoy with the first big snow-
fall of the season—stomping through soft powder, 
making a snowman, having a snowball fight, and 
making snow angels. Finally, it’s time to get cozy 
with hot chocolate and family by a warm fire!

Decorator:  Angela Kadlec 

Azban’s Great Journey
as told by Brian A. Chenevert; 
illustrated by Allison Gedman

These traditional and modern tales of the  
adventures of raccoon Azban, trickster of 
the Western Abenaki people, provide timeless 
lessons of integrity and gratitude.

Decorators:  Brittney Walley, Reina Oduro

Baking Day at Grandma’s
by Anika Aldamuy Denise; 
illustrated by Christopher Denise

Three little bear siblings bundle up and trundle 
across the snowy landscape to Grandma’s for 
what is always a special day. They stir and mix, 
lick the spoons, sip hot cocoa, and sing and dance 
with Grandma who gives lots of hugs.

Wreath Decorator: Carol Spencer Wipper

In the Rasmussen Education Center

John Benjamin Classroom

Deysher Family Classroom

Sally Lanagan Classroom

NERP!
written and illustrated by Sarah Lynne Reul

A pet and a monster baby are both picky 
eaters! Offering up  mouthfuls of crazy silly  
language and supposedly delicious dinner items,    
these parents come up with a surprising 
solution to a familiar problem. 

Decorators:  Emily Richardson, Heather Keefe 
Rivero, and Carlisle Girl Scout Troop 76161

Don’t miss 

Concord: At the Center of Revolution 
in the Zak Family Gallery

Explore Concord’s remarkable history in 
just twelve objects.
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The Day You Begin
by Jacqueline Woodson; illustrated by Rafael López

A person can feel alone, but if they are brave 
and share stories about their life it’s almost 
always possible to find someone like themselves 
to become friends with.

Decorators:  Emerson Auxiliary: Catherine Adams, 
Susannah Benner, Lauren Endocott, Caty Fledderjohn, 

Melissa Karczewski, Susie Winstanley

Layla’s Happiness
by Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie;
illustrated by Ashleigh Corrin
A 7-year-old girl full of sunshine and energy 
keeps a happiness book that tells us loud and 
clear what inspires her to love life. Sometimes 
it’s little things that make you the happiest!

Decorators:  Laura Hacker, Carol Haines, 
Emily Lawrence, Erica Lome, Allison Shilling

Lyceum, continued 

Snow Globe Wishes
by Erin Dealey; illustrated by Claire Shorrock

Did you know you can wish upon a snow globe? 
That’s what one girl did during a winter storm 
when the wind howled, her family slept, and the 
snow plow lumbered through the night.  

Decorators:  The children of Concord Recreation 
AfterSchool and Concord Carousel Preschool 

with Mardi Hutchinson and Anita Hill

Continue back through the 
Education Center Hallway and up 
the ramp outside of the People of 

Musketaquid Gallery

At the Top of the Ramp

Baby Bear Sees Blue
written and illustrated by Ashley Wolff

Gently wakening, Baby Bear begins to explore 
the outside world with his protective Mama.   
There is so much to learn in  this adorable story 
that teaches little ones their colors.

Wreath Decorators:  Jennifer Jacoby, 
Kathi Terwilliger

Up the Mountain Path
written and illustrated by Marianne Dubuc

Every week Mrs. Badger takes a trip to Sugarleaf 
Peak collecting things from nature along the 
way. One day she meets Lulu, a very small cat. 
With Mrs. Badger’s gentle encouragement, 
Lulu learns how to take care of nature, help 
those in need, and listen to her own heart. 

Decorators:  Garden Club of Concord: Julia Farwell-
Clay, Mary Pope, Leslie Cheney, Elizabeth Berk,

Chandler Woodland, Barbara Freeland, Joan Campbell 

Gallery 1

Janet and Churchill Franklin Lyceum 

Don’t miss
Highlights of the Thoreau Collection 

Fix That Clock!
written and illustrated by Kurt Cyrus

A team of busy construction workers rebuild a 
rickety old clock tower.  With all the clanging 
and banging, pounding, and ripping apart, where 
do all the small wild animals that have been 
living there go?  

Decorators:  Polly Meyer, Karen Burns, Carol 
Giragos, Lynn Morel, Prow Sarns, Michelle 

Stewart, Missy Wahl, Elisabeth Winterkorn

No Two Alike
written and illustrated by Keith Baker

A pair of curious birds explore the winter 
woods around them. They see that everything 
in their world is unique and slightly different 
– snowflakes, leaves, trees, and furry animals. 
Decorators:  Melinda Nasardinov, Tuna Chatterjee, 

Ali Lynch-Bridgeo, and their Families
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Gallery 1, continued

Vegetables in Holiday Underwear
written and illustrated by Jared Chapman

Come December, a bunch of friendly vegetables
put on their holiday underwear. Little Pea thinks 
there should be different underwear not just 
every day, but for every single holiday activity!   
Wreath Decorators:  Joyce Hart, Janice Yoshizumi

Zoo in the Sky
by Jacqueline Mitton;
illustrated by Christina Balit

Become an astronomer or a stargazer and travel 
through the glittery night sky to learn about 
stars and the animal constellations. There are 
more than 40 animal constellations in the night 
sky with a story behind each one.  

Decorator:  Gail Burmeister, 
with Laura, Gavin, and Paul (10, 8, 6)

Shining Sea Bikeway
by  Cindy V. H. Reynolds; 
illustrated by Swapan Debnath

Two brothers follow an old railroad line, now 
a bike trail, running along the coastline from 
the center of Falmouth to the village of Woods 
Hole, cycling along salt marshes, beaches and 
open water.

Decorator: Cindy Reynolds

Seven Golden Rings
by Rajani LaRocca; illustrated by Archana Sreenivasan

A young boy has his heart set on winning a 
prominent position as a singer with the royal 
Indian court. Arriving in the Rajah’s city with a 
single coin and a chain of 7 golden rings,  he must 
figure out how he will pay for lodging.

Straw
by Amy Krouse Rosenthal; 
illustrated by Scott Magoon

Straw hurries through life in a great rush, 
slurping down everything in sight. When his 
behavior gets the better of him, a wise friend 
shows him how to slow down and find enjoyment 
in many small moments.

Decorators: Anne Ritchie, Marilyn Crone, 
Gretchen Friend, Marygrace Barber

The Girl Who Drank the Moon
by Kelly Barnhill

Luna was raised by a kind witch who saved 
her from being abandoned in the woods, but 
instead  of being fed plain starlight, she was 
accidentally fed moonlight. Luna must now 
figure out how to control her magical powers. 

Decorator:  Betsi Mandrioli

Gallery 2

Gallery 3

Gallery 4

Wintercake
written and illustrated by Lynne Rae Perkins

Thomas can’t find the basket of dried fruit 
he needs for the cake he makes every year 
on Winter’s Eve.  This holiday mistake leads to an 
adventure which involves finding the warmth, 
friendship, and comfort that make a holiday special.  

Wreath Decorators: Maria Sacco and the children 
of the Magic Garden Children’s Center, Lincoln

Across from the Stairs

Continue up the stairs to visit the 
New Concord Museum Experience

in the Earle-Mendillo Family Gallery
and three other new galleries

Decorators: Judy and Kamala Bose

April 19, 1775
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The Button Book
by Sally Nicholls; illustrated by Bethan Woollvin  

Curious characters find out what happens when 
they press different colored buttons.   Each 
button leads to more fun, until everyone is so 
tired that you’ll be grateful for the last button 
which turns out the lights!    

Decorators:  Mary Beth Stevenson and her First 
Grade Class from Thoreau Elementary School

The Cow Loves Cookies
by Karma Wilson; illustrated by Marcellus Hall

Each type of animal on the farm has their own 
kind of food.  Horses eat hay, chickens eat 
chicken feed, geese eat corn. Find out why this 
particular farmer’s cow loves cookies! 

Decorators:  Lincoln Public Library 
Children’s Room: Sarah Feather, 

Tory Black, Debbie Leopold

In the Alcove

Emily’s Idea
by Christine Evans; 
illustrated by Marta Álvarez Miguéns 

One little girl had an idea which started small, 
but grew and grew to be very large and would 
eventually connect people all over the world… 
and back. 

Decorators: Nashawtuc Hill Neighborhood: 
Lesley Baynes, Susannah Benner, Rhonda Campagna, 
Candy Carr, Andrea Hubbard-Nelson, Charlanne Kallay, 

Peggy Laneri, Elaine O’Connell, Jamie Patterson
Beth Phalen, Cynthia Rose

A Big Bed for Little Snow
written and illustrated by Grace Lin

Little Snow loves his new big, soft bed that 
his mother made him for the  long, cold winter 
nights.  She tells him it’s for sleeping, not for 
jumping. What happens when Little Snow can’t 
help but jump, jump, jump, and jump some more?

Wreath Decorators:  Milldam Nursery School: 
Ruth Ann Teitelman, Debbie Duggan

On the Cabinet 

Inside the Lisa H. Foote History 
Learning Center

Go back through the Gross Family 
Gallery, along the balcony with the 

three round windows, into the 
Wallace Kane Gallery

The Keeper of Wild Words
by Brooke Smith; illustrated by Madeline Kloepper 

What are wild words? They are words for some 
of the most beautiful things in nature, like 
lavender, doe, poppy, willow, violet, starling. 
This grandmother asks her granddaughter to 
please be a keeper of the lost wild words!

Decorators:  Pam Nelson, Hallie Nelson, Eric Nelson

On the balcony outside of the
Wallace Kane Gallery

Don’t miss the special exhibition

HOME: Paintings by Loring W. Coleman

in the Wallace Kane Gallery

on view through January 31, 2021

Don’t miss the special exhibition
from the Museum’s permanent collection 

in the Gross Family Gallery

History Learning Center, continued

 With thanks to this year’s over 100 
creative volunteer decorators who make 
Family Trees a much-beloved tradition.



Nicole Tadgell
Honorary Chair

Carolyn Myers and Pam Nelson
Guild of Volunteers Co-Presidents

Pam Nelson
Family Trees Chair

Lisa McAfee •  Decorator Thank You

Lyn Carroll  •  Book Descriptions

Michelle McArdle 
Virtual Holiday House Tour, Chair

December 11-13

and the Staff of the Concord Museum with
Tom Putnam, Edward W. Kane Executive Director

2020 Family Trees 
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20% OFF 
SITEWIDE*

Carefully crafted to foster mindfulness, kindness and 
critical thinking, our beautiful and enduring books 
empower all children to strive to make a difference. 

You’ll make a big impact for tomorrow when you  
give Barefoot Books today!

*Use code TREES20 to get  
20% off books and gifts sitewide.

One-time use. This offer will expire 12/31/2020.

Books and gifts to  
#OpenTheirWorld.

53 Cambridge Turnpike • Concord, MA 01742  
(978) 369-9763  •  www.concordmuseum.org
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

The 25th annual Family Trees 
is organized by the  Museum’s Guild of 

Volunteers as a benefit for 
the Museum’s education initiatives

November 25, 2020 through January 3, 2021
7 days a week 10:00-4:00 by timed tickets

(closed 11/26, 12/24, 12/25)

 Many thanks to all the librarians 
in school and public libraries in Concord, 
Carlisle, and Greater Boston communities 

who support Family Trees.

For all the ways that YOU can
Be Part of the Story, 

visit www.concordmuseum.org

Upcoming Exhibition 

Every Path Laid Open: 
Women of Concord 

and the Quest for Equality
March 5, 2021 - September 6, 2021 


